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General Overview:

The Harbor Department is in charge of all harbor operations for the Main Harbor and Davidson Landing Boat Harbor. Parks and Recreation Department manages the maintenance and upkeep of all park’s equipment.

Current Department Activities: Projects Completed within the last month and a half (November 1 - December 15)

HARBOR REPORT:

Ron Wendel, Harbormaster Reported the following:

1. Repair of Harbor Skiff
2. Assisted with Building Maintenance
3. Assisted with Plow Truck preparation for snow removal
4. Winterized the water system at the harbor
5. Power washed the harbor facilities and docks.

IMPORTANT HARBOR ISSUES TO ADDRESS:

1. Along with so many other replacements of City Vehicles and Equipment, the Harbor Vehicles is on its last legs. The current vehicle has continued mechanical malfunctions and more.
   a. Purchase small truck for the harbor facility.